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How are schools 
responding to board 
politics and political 
polarization?

Perspectives from 
district leaders and teachers





Is the hype reality?



Data sources

District Leaders Teachers
Surveys ● Nationally representative 

● Administered Oct-Dec 2022
● 300 leaders participated

● Nationally representative
● Administered Apr-May 2022 
● 8,063 teachers participated

Qualitative 
data

● 22 interviews 
● 7 superintendents
● Four waves between January 2021 

and November 2022

● Open-ended responses
● 1,452 teachers participated
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How is 
political conflict 

impacting 
schools and districts? 
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Districts leaders say political disagreements are interfering 
with schooling

Politics showed up 
closer to the 
boardroom than they 
[have] since the late 
sixties. 

-superintendent



New issues have recently replaced health and safety (Fall 2022)
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The disruptions have material impacts on schools
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Problems are concentrated in historically advantaged districts
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Superintendents emphasized that policymakers could 
amplify or dampen the impact of politics on schools

School Board 
Members

State
 Officials

School board members motivated by “culture 
war” concerns may not understand the role of 
the board and their broader responsibilities as a 
governance team

State mandates could amplify conflicts with the 
community when they were out of step with 
community values and undermine productive 
collaboration between districts and states 

Board members are operating as 
independent actors and not functioning as a 
governance team…It’s creating chaos…and 
leaves learning to chance.

For the first time in my career, I’m just gonna 
hunker down and do what I can do here and 
continue to find ways to make it work in a 
poor policy environment.
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Why should we care 
about the impacts 

of political conflict? 
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Political conflict contributes to difficult working conditions 
for both teachers and district leaders
Superintendents said political conflict could consume 
valuable time and attention, distract from other district 
priorities, and require added organizational capacity to 
manage.
Teachers experienced increased fear and anxiety and 
said politics made the work of teaching more difficult. 

We’ve had to be far more nimble and creative than I think we 
ever had to be before, and we’ve had to do it under even 
more intense pressure and criticism in a job that was already 
subject to a lot of pressure and criticism. - Superintendent
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District leaders cite 
political divisions 
and board relations 
as reasons they’d 
consider leaving 
their job.
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And may exacerbate existing workforce challenges



Where do we go 
from here?
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Districts said they are taking action to quell controversies 
and manage their boards

46% of district leaders 
report taking action to 

address community concerns
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I do a lot of very deep relationship building, beyond 
the boardroom and outside the formal structures of 
meetings in order to be accessible and help people 
see our policies and processes are … the 
alternative to the political extremes. - Superintendent

Strong superintendents do not impulsively respond 
to independent interests. - Superintendent



Insulating students, families and educators from the 
negative impacts of political conflict will be critical

Political conflict will not go away. Districts may be able to reduce its impacts by:
Preparing superintendent to manage board and community politics
Creating mechanisms to promote more effective board governance
• Training for prospective board members on their responsibilities and the consequences of increasing 

polarization, e.g. North Dakota.
• Creating rules that limit or channel the scope of authority that school boards have. uch rules could 

reduce opportunities for single-issue candidates to dominate absent broader, collective concerns.
Investing in more evidence-building board politics 
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Want to learn more?
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DISCUSSION & 
QUESTIONS

THANK YOU


